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Abstract—Veriﬁcation is the most challenging and time consuming stage in the integrated circuit development cycle. As
designs complexities double every two years, novel veriﬁcation
methodologies are needed. We propose an algorithm that dynamically builds and updates an HDL module error proneness
list. This list can be used to assist the development team
to allocate resources during veriﬁcation stage. The algorithm
is build up using the idea that problematic modules usually
hide many uncovered errors. Thus, our algorithm caches the
most frequently modiﬁed and ﬁxed modules. In an academic
experiment composed by 17 modules, using a cache of size 3,
we were able to correctly predict almost 80% of the faults
occurrences.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Veriﬁcation of modern integrated circuits demands most
part of the development efforts [1]. As complexity increases
drastically, new strategies to improve design veriﬁcation are
needed. Considering that nowadays hardware and software
development cycles have many aspects in common, there are
software engineering techniques that can potentially improve
integrated circuit veriﬁcation. Software evolution research is
focused in studying the process of developing and updating
software systems. During the software development cycle, this
information is recorded by Version Control System (VCS) and
Bug Tracking System (BTS) tools. In this ﬁeld there are many
works that use design complexity and revision history information to build software subsystems fault proneness prediction
models.
Predicting HDL modules fault proneness can be also useful in integrated circuit design cycles. During commercial
integrated circuits development, tight time constraints are
commonly imposed by market forces. Thus, the manager must
allocate the veriﬁcation resources (i.e. veriﬁcation engineers
and CPU time) wisely. In order to assist the manager in this
task we propose the use of a dynamically build HDL module
error proneness list. Our main contribution is to use revision
history information to build this list. The algorithm used to
predict the most fault prone modules is based on the concept
of cache.
This paper is outlined as follows. Section II reviews similar
techniques to predict software subsystems fault proneness. In
Section III, we present our algorithm to predict HDL modules
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fault proneness while in Section IV results of an academic
experiment are discussed. Finally, in Section V, we conclude
our remarks and present future work directions.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Revision history information mining is an active research
area in software engineering [2]–[5]. There are many works
that take advantage of this information to estimate development effort, impact of changes in source code and defect
prediction. Despite the similarities between software and integrated circuits design, the practice of retrieving design history
information is still incipient on hardware community [6], [7].
Thus, we present the most relevant software engineering works
that use similar approaches.
Hassan and Holt [8] propose a cache inspired strategy to
dynamically predict fault occurrences. They build a list of
ten most fault prone software subsystems. Each subsystem
is equivalent to a source code subdirectory. Six large opensource softwares are used as raw data. The development
history is retrieved from a VCS and classiﬁed as fault repairing
modiﬁcations, general maintenance modiﬁcations or feature
introduction modiﬁcations. The list replacement algorithm
uses the following strategies: most frequently modiﬁed, most
recently modiﬁed, most frequently ﬁxed, and most recently
ﬁxed. In order to compare the results, an adjusted hit rate and
an average prediction age are also calculated and presented.
In [9], Kim et al. observe that bug occurrences are concentrated in four localities:
1) Changed-entity: The most recently changed code is
more likely to contain new bugs;
2) New-entity: New entities included in the code are
usually more prone to bug occurrences;
3) Temporal: The idea of temporal locality is that faults
are inserted by developers when they are ﬁxing the code;
4) Spatial: The spatial locality is related with logical
coupling among entities. In order to identify coupling,
revisions transactions are retrieved and ﬁles are grouped
by commits with the same motivation.
Kim et al. [10] also investigates a methodology that collects
software code parts and classiﬁes them using keywords. The
revision number is used to correlate modiﬁcations reported in

a BTS tool with VCS repository transactions, making possible
the keyword classiﬁcation. Instead of pointing which modules
are error-prone, they list source code parts that are prone
to contain uncovered bugs. As design evolves, the predictor
efﬁciency is evaluated using the hit rate metric.
III. P REDICTION S TRATEGY
During development process, the design team implements
integrated circuit modules in HDL populating the VCS repository. Thus, the team members have access to the design
revisions and bug database. It is common in industry to divide
the team in two groups:
1) Design engineers: responsible for the integrated circuit
design and implementation. This team also ﬁxes reported
errors;
2) Veriﬁcation engineers: responsible for validating the
correct behavior of the design using simulation or formal
tools. When this team identiﬁes an incorrect behavior a
bug report is issued.
The idea behind our prediction strategy is that modules that
have many reported errors or modiﬁcations tend to concentrate
the undetected bugs. In order to dynamically capture the
bug and modiﬁcation history of the design, our prediction
algorithm accesses both, VCS Repository and Bug database,
as shown in Figure 1. The predictor dynamically generates a
list of the most fault prone modules.

Fig. 1.

Context in which the error proneness prediction algorithm is used.

The prediction algorithm is presented in Figure 2. The errorprone module predictor iterates over a list of modules holding
on its cache the modules that satisfy a given replacement
policy. The replacement criteria can be used to create different
lists, making possible to the predictor to consider different
aspects of temporal locality such as general change history or
bug history.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithm,
we have collected data from an academic project over four
months. Student teams developed a simpliﬁed MIPS32 architecture implementation with 17 modules. All project data is
extracted from a Subversion (SVN) 1 repository and from a
1 SVN

is a popular VCS tool that is freely available
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initialize Cache
for i ← 1 to |SelectedRevisionsM odulesList| do
module ← SelectedRevisionsM odulesList[i]
if module is not already on the cache then
if |Cache| = CACHE SIZE then
replace old module
else
load new module
end if
end if
end for
for i ← 1 to |Cache| do
print “Error prone module #”+i+“ : ”+Cache[i]
end for
Fig. 2.

Fault proneness prediction algorithm.

bug database. Our bug report database is populated using a
language [11] that facilitates automatic extraction. All project
commits are classiﬁed in two categories:
1) Bug ﬁx: these commits are motivated by a bug ﬁx. The
total number of commits that fall in this category is 47;
2) Design resume: when a designer modiﬁes the source
code. There are 159 design resume revisions.
Our predictor is designed with three different cache replacement strategies: most frequently ﬁxed (MFF), most frequently
modiﬁed (MFM), and ﬁrst in, ﬁrst out (FIFO). MFF uses bug
ﬁx commits and MFM design resume commits. The cache
size is arbitrated in sizes 3 and 5 which represents 23.08%
(3/13) and 38.46% (5/13) of 13 modules found with errors,
and 17.65% (3/17) and 29.41% (5/17) of 17 modules modiﬁed
during design stage. In order to have a comparative parameter
we introduce random hit probability. This number is calculated
according to the cache size, and total number of modules.
Figures 3 and 4 depict the hit rate results of our algorithm
using MFM and FIFO replacement policy with cache sizes 3
and 5, respectively. In both Figures, during the ﬁrst revisions,
while the number of known modules is smaller than cache size,
the hit probability tends to correctly predict 100% of the fault
occurrences. As the number of known modules increases, the
number of hit probability algorithm decreases, and both MFM
and FIFO algorithms reach hits rates around 80%. The MFM
replacement policy performs better than FIFO. Using a cache
of size 5 slightly improve the performance of both algorithms.
Figures 5 and 6 present the prediction algorithm results
using MFF with a cache of sizes 3 and 5, respectively. It
is important to note that for these results we considered only
modules that had reported faults (13, out of 17). The MFM
results perform better than MFF, which reaches a hit ratio of
around 55%.
V. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed a simple error-prone prediction algorithm to be
used in HDL modules. The proposed algorithm uses integrated
circuit revision history information to include the most errorprone modules in a list that is similar to the cache concept.
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Fault proneness prediction using cache size 3 (MFM).
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Fault proneness prediction using cache size 5 (MFF).

ment algorithms, and new open source projects. We also intent
to explore the correlation among spatial metrics and faults.
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In our results we showed that the most effective replacement
policy is to keep in the list the most frequently modiﬁed modules. Using this strategy, we were able to predict around 80%
of the fault occurrences. This replacement strategy performed
better because modules that suffer frequent modiﬁcations tend
to contain more uncovered faults.
Future work includes further investigation of new replace-
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